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Their approach applies extreme value theory to the loss distributions conditional on the common factors. During this
step, the idiosyncratic risks fade away by the strong law of
large numbers. Then they focus on the remaining randomness, the common factors, which has a ﬁxed size regardless
of the number of obligors. This extreme value theoretic
approach is useful for coming up with tail approximations
of loss distributions. However in both the Gaussian copula
and t-copula case, no bounds are provided for the approximation errors. Hence Monte Carlo simulation constitutes
a viable alternative for the estimation of credit risk.
Credit default events of obligors are rare and thus the
probability of large losses in a portfolio of credits is usually
small. Naive simulation is known to be inefﬁcient for estimation of small probabilities and importance sampling (IS)
is widely used to increase simulation efﬁciency. Glasserman and Li (2003) and Glasserman, Kang, Shahabuddin
(2005b) (henceforth GKSb) present asymptotically optimal
importance sampling changes of measure for the estimation
of credit risk in the single and multifactor Gaussian copula
models, respectively. However, unlike the Gaussian copula
model, a dependence structure based on the t-copula incurs
a problem in devising importance sampling (IS) changes
of measure. The student t-distribution is heavy-tailed, and
hence the moment generating function does not exist. Hence
the usual approaches for devising IS changes of measure
are not applicable here.
Unlike the earlier approximation work mentioned above,
we avoid a direct approach to this problem. In particular,
we exploit the conditional Gaussian property of the multivariate t distribution used in a version of the multifactor
t-copula model. This multivariate t can be represented as a
multivariate Gaussian random vector divided by the square
root of a univariate, scaled, chi-square random variable
(see, e.g., Embrechts, Lidskog, and McNeal 2001). Then
the risk factors are normally distributed conditional on the
chi-square random variable. Thus, given a sample of the
chi-square random variable, we can apply the fast simula-

ABSTRACT
We present an importance sampling procedure for the estimation of multifactor portfolio credit risk for the t-copula
model, i.e, the case where the risk factors have the multivariate t distribution. We use a version of the multivariate t that
can be expressed as a ratio of a multivariate normal and a
scaled chi-square random variable. The procedure consists
of two steps. First, using the large deviations result for
the Gaussian model in Glasserman, Kang, and Shahabuddin (2005a), we devise and apply a change of measure to
the chi-square random variable. Then, conditional on the
chi-square random variable, we apply the importance sampling procedure developed for the Gaussian copula model
in Glasserman, Kang, Shahabuddin (2005b). We support
our importance sampling procedure by numerical examples.
1

INTRODUCTION

A number of recent papers address better empirical ﬁts of
observed data by t-copula. See, for example, Mashal and
Zeevi (2002) and Breymann, Dias, and Embrechts (2003).
One reason for this is the asymptotic dependence property of
t-copula (see Embrechts, Lidskog, and McNeal 2001) which
captures the extreme co-movements of ﬁnancial assets. The
multifactor t-copula model of credit risk attempts to capture
this in the credit risk setting. In this model the latent variables
corresponding to obligors (e.g., normalized asset values of
obligors) or equivalently, the risk factors, are assumed to
have the multivariate t distribution. This is in contrast to
the Gaussian copula model where these are assumed to have
the multivariate Gaussian distribution.
Currently, there are no closed form analytical results
for both the Gaussian copula and t-copula models. Lucas,
Klaassen, Spreij, and Straetmans (2001) present approximations for the Gaussian copula case. Approximations for the
t-copula case are presented in Lucas, Klaassen, Spreij, and
Straetmans (2003), Kuhn (2004), and Kostadinov (2005).
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(m)

the set of obligors {1, . . . , m} into types. If k ∈ Ij , then
the k-th obligor is of type j and its latent variable is given
by

tion algorithms developed for the Gaussian copula model in
GKSb. The large deviations result for the Gaussian model
in Glasserman, Kang and Shahabuddin (2005a) (henceforth
GKSa) and concepts related to zero-variance changes of
measure, guide the IS for the chi-square random variable.
2

Xk = aj Z + bj εk

(1)


where aj ∈ Rd with 0 < aj < 1, bj = 1 − aj aj , Z is
a d dimensional standard normal random vector, and εk ’s
are i.i.d., standard normal random variables, independent
of the Z. The Z represents systemic risk and εk represents
idiosyncratic risk of the k-th obligor. aj is the vector
of factor loading coefﬁcients (of the common factors) of
obligors belonging to type j ; bj is the
 factor loading of the

MULTIFACTOR PORTFOLIO CREDIT
RISK MODELS

We consider the distribution of losses from default over
a ﬁxed horizon. We are interested in the estimation of
the probability that the credit loss of a portfolio exceeds a
given threshold. The default of each obligor is triggered
if a latent variable associated with the obligor exceeds a
threshold determined from its marginal default probability.
The latent variables consist of a linear combination of factor
variables that represent idiosyncratic risk and common risks
to all obligors. We use the following notation:

idiosyncratic risk factor. The bj =
(m)
Let nj

1 − aj aj ensures that
(m)
|Ij | denote the number

the Xk ’s are N (0, 1)’s.
=
of obligors of type j . Note that given Z, the probability of
default of obligor k is


m = the number of obligors to which the portfolio is
exposed;
Yk = default indicator (= 1 for default, = 0 otherwise)
for the k-th obligor;
pk = marginal probability that the k-th obligor defaults;
ck = loss resulting from default of the k-th obligor;
Lm = c1 Y1 + · · · + cm Ym = total loss from defaults.

pk (Z) =

aj Z −

−1 (1 − p

k)



bj

.

(2)

2.2 The t-Copula Model
The t-copula model differs from the Gaussian copula in the
sense that the latent variables have the multivariate t distribution, instead of the multivariate Gaussian distribution.
One version of the multivariate t that possesses the property
of extremal dependence is obtained by setting

We are interested in the estimation of P(Lm > x) for a
given threshold x when the event {Lm > x} is rare. (For
easy reference, we refer to the event {Lm > x} as a large
loss event.) The loss ck may be assumed to be stochastic.
However, in this paper, for simplicity we will assume the ck
to be deterministic and refer the reader to GKSa and GKSb
for approaches for the stochastic case. For the dependence
structure among Yk ’s, we consider the two copula models
mentioned before – the Gaussian copula and the t-copula.


Xk =

r
· Xk =
V



r
· (aj Z + bj εk )
V

where Xk , Z, aj and bj are deﬁned in exactly the same way
as in (1), and V ∼ χr2 (chi-square distribution with r degrees
of freedom). Since Xk is N (0, 1), it is well known that
Xk has the univariate standard t distribution with r degrees
of freedom. Then one sets Yk = 1{Xk > xk } where, as
before, xk is the default threshold. Let Fr be the cdf of a
t distribution with r degrees of freedom. In this case we
need xk = Fr−1 (1 − pk ) to ensure that P(Yk = 1) = pk .
Kuhn (2004) and Kostadinov (2005) also consider a t-copula
model of this form.

2.1 The Gaussian Copula Model
Under the Gaussian copula, the dependence among the
default indicators Yk is given by the following. Let
be the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a standard
normal random variable. We set Yk = 1{Xk > xk } where
X1 , X2 , . . . are correlated standard normal random variables
and xk := −1 (1 − pk ), so that P(Yk = 1) = pk . The Xk ’s
are referred to as latent variables. Correlations between
these latent variables determine the dependence among the
default indicators. In practice, these correlations are often
derived from correlations in asset values or equity returns.
We consider the multifactor Gaussian copula model
with a ﬁnite number of types. By types, we mean groups of
homogeneous obligors in their dependence structure, which
will be characterized formally below: There are d factors
(m)
(m)
and t types of obligors. {I1 , . . . , It } is a partition of

3

LARGE DEVIATIONS AND FAST SIMULATION
OF MULTIFACTOR GAUSSIAN COPULA
MODEL

This section reviews the results and algorithms of GKSa
and GKSb. Since the current work is based heavily on these
papers, for the sake of completeness, we present a somewhat
detailed review. For Gaussian copula model, GKSb propose
an asymptotically optimal IS procedure. Their approach
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separates consideration of the credit exposures from the
dependence mechanism and default probabilities. Deﬁne
aggregated credit exposures,
Cj

1 
ck
m
(m)

:=

sets may be empty. Because we need to deﬁne the new IS
distribution using these minimal index sets, a smaller Mq is
desirable for efﬁcient implementation. Hence, we introduce
a sufﬁcient subfamily of Mq which includes enough minimal
index sets to deﬁne an efﬁcient IS distribution. We denote
it by Sq . It satisﬁes (for all m):

for j = 1, . . . , t and

k∈Ij

C

m

t

:=

k=1

j =1

Feasibility:

Note that the choice of Sq may not be unique, but the
asymptotic efﬁciency of IS does not depend on this choice.
(m)
For each J ∈ Sq , we deﬁne µJ as the unique solution of
the following linearly constrained quadratic optimization
problem:

GKSa introduce the concept of a q-minimal index set. These
are sets of obligor types. We say that J is a q-minimal
index set, 0 < q < 1, if J ⊂ {1, · · · , t} and


max

J ⊂J ,J =J

Cj < qC ≤

j ∈J



Cj .

(3)

j ∈J

(m)

µJ := argmin

The intuitive meaning of q-minimal index set is that J
is one of the index sets sufﬁcient for the portfolio loss
to exceed the default threshold x = qmC (note that mC
is the maximum possible loss), if all obligors belonging
to each index in J default, but this does not happen for
any index set strictly included in J . This characterization
is important since, to achieve the optimal IS, it is crucial
to change the probability measure on the common factors
enough to increase the chance that Lm > x. But at the
same time, the new probability measure has to be as close
to the original measure as possible given that the default
event has occurred.
For each type j = 1, . . . , t, deﬁne
(m)

(m)

−1

:= α1

dj

(m)

(1 − p j ) + α2 bj

−1

(m)

Gj

:=

(m)

z ∈ Rd : aj z ≥ dj

pk,θ (Z) =

J ∈Mq

.

(5)

(6)

(7)

where ψm (θ, z) is the conditional cumulant generating function divided by m,


(4)

ψm (θ, z)

(m)

:=
=




1

(8)
log E eθLm  Z = z
m
m
1 
log 1 + pk (z) eθck − 1 .
m
k=1

The IS procedure for the Gaussian copula model is
summarized in Figure 1
To analyze the MIS algorithm one needs to focus on
asymptotic regimes, where large losses rare: in this paper, we
focus on the small default probabilities regime by imposing
the following assumption in addition to those in Section
2.1.

(m)

:=



pk (Z)eθck
1 + pk (Z) eθck − 1

θ≥0

j ∈J

GMq

(m)

: z ∈ GJ

θm (z) := argmin {−θx + mψm (θ, z)}

(q)

bilities of obligors belonging to j -th type and 0 ≤ α1 < 1,
(m)
0 ≤ α2 < 1.
Deﬁne Mq as the family of all q-minimal index sets
and
 (m)
(m)
GJ
:=
Gj
for J ∈ Mq and
(m)

z

for some θ . The θ is chosen as

where pj = maxk∈I (m) pk is the maximum of default probaj



The new importance sampling distribution for the common factors consists of a mixture of multivariate normal
(m)
distributions with µJ , J ∈ Sq , as the mean vectors.
After sampling the common factors Z, we apply IS
to the idiosyncratic risks εk through changing the conditional marginal default probabilities from pk (Z) (see (2))
to exponentially twisted ones given by

and a halfspace


(m)

For each J ∈ Sq , GJ  = ∅;
(m)
(m)
Covering property:
J ∈Sq GJ = GMq .


1 
ck =
Cj .
m

GJ .

Note that the condition aj > 0 in Section 2.1 implies aj  =
(m)
0. If all aj ≥ 0, then GJ  = ∅ for any J ⊂ {1, · · · , t}.
However, if some components of aj are negative, these

Assumption SDP:
1.
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on the possible
 values of q; q is not a valuein the
ﬁnite set, C1 j ∈J Cj : J ⊂ {1, · · · , t} .

(m)

Preliminaries:
Determine Sq and µJ , J ∈ Sq ,
as discussed above. Call these µ1 , . . . , µK .
Letλ1 , . . . , λK denote the weights to be used
in the mixture distribution. Choose the total
number replications, n, and λi ’s so that λi · n
is an integer for all i.
Main Loop:
Repeat for replications r = 1, . . . , λi ·
n, and for i = 1, . . . , K
1

Sample Z from N (µi , I).

2

Find θm (Z) by solving (7).

3

Compute the twisted conditional default
probabilities pk,θm (Z) (Z), k = 1, . . . , m by
(6) and generate Yk , k = 1, . . . , m.

We apply the original deﬁnition of q-minimal index set
with these Cj and C. Deﬁne a halfspace

Gj = z ∈ Rd : aj z ≥ sj } ,
and then for each J ∈ Mq , deﬁne
GJ :=

Deﬁne γ J as the unique solution of the following linearly
constrained problem:

(i)


γJ =



argmin z : z ∈ GJ
(∞, . . . , ∞)

γ ∗ = min


pk (Z) =
3.

=

√ 
aj Z − sj m
bj

.

lim

m→∞

For each type j = 1, . . . , t,
Cj

:=

1 
ck < ∞
m→∞ m
(m)

4.

:=

m

t

k=1

j =1

and


1 
ck =
Cj .
m→∞ m
lim

The total loss from defaults and the portfolio default
threshold are
Lm =

m

k=1

(m)

ck Y k

and

x ≡ xm = q

m


: J ∈ Mq



1
1
log P (Lm > xm ) = − γ ∗
m
2
(m)

lim

γJ

2

.

The sets Gj and Gj (deﬁned in (4)) are related, in the
sense that under SDP, in the limit as m → ∞, the halfspace
(m) √
(m)
Gj / m (a set where each element of Gj is divided by
√
m) coincides with the halfspace Gj . This implies that
(m)
under SDP, γ J = limm→∞ √1m µJ .
Denote the second moment of IS estimator as
M2 (xm , θm (Z)). If we show that the logarithmic limit of
M2 (xm , θm (Z)) is twice of the RHS constant in Theorem 1,
then this is the fastest possible rate for any unbiased estimator
because of Jensen’s inequality. In the rare event simulation
literature, estimators that achieve this are called asymptotically optimal. The asymptotic optimality can be interpreted
as the following: there is a positive constant c (in fact,
c = 21 γ ∗ 2 ) for which P(Lm > xm ) = exp(−c · m + o(m))
and M2 (xm , θm (Z)) = exp(−2c · m + o(m)). This means
that the second moment of the estimator decreases at twice
the exponential rate of the loss probability itself. For
naive simulation, the second moment decreases at the rate
exp(−c · m + o(m)).

k∈Ij

C



breaking ties arbitrarily, if necessary. Note that γ ∗ =
(∞, . . . , ∞) and γ ∗ = ∞ if GJ = ∅ for all J ∈ Mq
by deﬁnition. The following large deviations result was
proved in GKSa
Theorem 1
In the multifactor Gaussian copula
model with ﬁnite number of types, if assumption SDP is
satisﬁed then

If the k-th obligor is of type j then its default
√
(m)
probability is given by pk = pj := (−sj m)
where sj > 0. Hence the conditional default probability (given the factors Z) of the same obligor is
given by
(m)
pj (Z)

if GJ = ∅
if GJ = ∅ .

Deﬁne

Figure 1: Mixed Importance Sampling (MIS)
2.

Gj .

j ∈J

Calculate Ir = 1{Lm > x}
×e−θm (Z)Lm +mψm (θm (Z),Z)
−1
K
1
×
.
i=1 λi exp µi Z − 2 µi µi


λi ·n (i)
K
1
Return the estimate
i=1
r=1 Ir
n
4



ck

k=1

(m)


 and 0 < q < 1.
= 1
(m)
Xk > −1 1−pj

Recall that m
k=1 ck is the maximum possible loss
and thus we are interested in the loss exceeding a
fraction q of this. We impose a mild restriction

where Yk
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(m)

(m)

The choices of α1 and α2 in (4) are important to
achieve a large variance reduction. We limit ourselves to
(m)

α1

= 1 − +m

(m)

and α2

=1− √

1
log m

sum problems (see GKSb for details of this subset sum
problem) in Rd with t types. Here we use the notation Sq
to emphasize that these factor shifting mean vectors come
from the approximation. One can also reduce the number
of types by aggregating two types if their projected factor
loading vectors are close to each other since the marginal
default probabilities are allowed to vary within a type. Using the orthonormal basis on the subspace constructed by
PCA, one can recover {µJ : J ∈ Sq } ⊂ RD corresponding
to {µJ : J ∈ Sq }.
GKSb use {µJ : J ∈ Sq } to shift the common factors
and to compute the likelihood ratios, but they use the exact
factor loadings, {aj }Tj=1 , in the valuation of latent variables
for each obligor. Hence this IS procedure using approximate
mean shifting vectors is unbiased. One expects variance
reductions because d of the most important factor loadings
are considered.

(9)

√
where +m > 0 is such that +m → 0 and +m m → ∞ as
m → ∞. We use m−1/3 in our experiments. GKSb proves
that MIS with (9) is asymptotically optimal under SDP.
Theorem 2
In the multifactor Gaussian copula
model with ﬁnite number of types, suppose that assumption
SDP holds and Sq  = ∅. If we apply MIS with (9) then
lim sup
m→∞

1
log M2 (xm , θm (Z)) ≤ − γ ∗
m

2

.

Hence (using Theorem 1)
2 lim

m→∞

1
1
log P (Lm > xm ) = lim
log M2 (xm , θm (Z)),
m→∞ m
m

4

and we have asymptotic optimality of the two-step IS estimator obtained by MIS.
For details of the analysis and another limiting parametric regime under which MIS is also asymptotically optimal,
see GKSb.

FAST SIMULATION FOR THE
t-COPULA MODEL

We now present the main contribution of this paper, i.e,
an importance sampling algorithm for the t-copula model
(see Section 2.2). In the discussion that follows we use a
(m)
SDP type of regime where we parameterize pk = pj =
√
Fr (−sj m) if the kth obligor is of type j (instead of
√
(m)
pk = pj = (−sj m) that we used for the Gaussian
copula model in the SDP regime). Assume that V = v > 0
is ﬁxed. Then

r
Xk =
· (aj Z + bj εk ) > xk
v

v √
⇔ aj Z + bj εk >
sj m.
r

3.1 Computational Issue in MIS: Approximate
Importance Sampling on Common Factors
For instances with large number of types or large number of
common factors, MIS may be computationally intractable.
This maybe because either the size of Sq is too big (potentially it may have up to 2t elements), or identifying Sq
takes a long time. GKSb show that Sq can at most have
t d distinct elements. Also, they reformulated the problem
of identifying these distinct elements as solving subset sum
problems of negligible computing efforts. However, for
large t and d, this could still be prohibitive. To reduce the
computing burden, one needs to reduce t or d. To reduce
the number of types t one may consider clustering ideas as
in Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2001). GKSb focus
on the reduction of the number of factors d.
Assume that initially the number of factors is D. Hence
aj ∈ RD for j = 1, . . . , t. We want to reduce factor dimension from D to d (< D). GKSb suggest the use of
Principal Components Analysis (PCA). By applying PCA
(without mean adjusting) to [a1 · · · at ] , they choose the
best subspace of RD to explain the variations among factor
loading vectors under the restriction of the subspace dimension being d. Then, with the projected factor loading
vectors aj ∈ Rd on this subspace (i.e., aj is the projection of
aj onto the subspace), they compute {µJ : J ∈ Sq } ⊂ Rd
by solving the convex quadratic optimization (5) and subset

That is, given V = v, we return to the Gaussian copula
model with changed marginal default probability. We can
then use MIS.
We now focus on the change of measure for the V .
One can express P (Lm > xm ) = E (P (Lm > xm |V )). If
P (Lm > xm |V = v) were computable easily for each v,
then one could estimate P (Lm > xm ), by ﬁrst sampling V ’s
and then computing P (Lm > xm |V ) for each sampled V .
A change of measure on the V that will yield zero variance
in this estimation is given by
P(Lm > xm |V = v)fχr2 (v)
∞
.
0 P(Lm > xm |V = v)fχr2 (v)dv

(10)

However since P (Lm > xm |V = v) is not easily computable, we will use an approximation to P (Lm > xm |V =
v) as its surrogate, and then use that in (10) to come up with
a change of measure on the V . We will use Theorem 1 to
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(cm + 1/2)−1 . Thus in the IS procedure, one will need
to sample from this Gamma distribution. Let W denote a
random variable with this new distribution. Note that one
can sample W , by ﬁrst sampling the original chi-square V ,
and then scaling by (2cm + 1)−1 , i.e., set W = 2cm1+1 V . We
use the latter approach in our experiments. The associated
likelihood ratio is given by

come up with such an approximation, since given V = v,
we can use results from the Gaussian copula model.
Theorem 1 tells us that
lim

m→∞

1
1
log P(Lm > xm |V = v) = − γ v
m
2

2

where γ v is the optimal solution to the optimization problem
based on the constraint sets
 

v
z : aj z ≥ sj
.
r

ecm W · Mm .

As mentioned before, after sampling V from the new
distribution (i.e., sampling W ), one can apply MIS. Although
this can theoretically be done, this poses a computational
problem. Since the conditional default probabilities given
W change for every sample of W , we need to solve the
optimization problems for ﬁnding the mean-shift vectors
for each sample of W . To overcome this problem, we
apply stratiﬁcation to the W . For each stratum, we ﬁx
mean shiftings as the one computed for the midpoint of the
interval on W . Note that since we use these mean-shifts only
in the change of measure, this does not introduce bias in
our estimates. Stratiﬁcation also has the effect of reducing
the variance of the likelihood ratio in (14).
The IS for the t-copula model is summarized in Figure 2.

Denote√the optimal solution to the v = 1 case by γ ∗ . Then
γ v = vγ ∗ is the optimal solution to the V = v case.
Hence we get
lim

m→∞

1
1
log P(Lm > xm |V = v) = − γ ∗ 2 v.
m
2

We can re-write this as
P(Lm > xm |V = v) = exp(−cm · v + ov (m))
where
cm =

1
· m · γ ∗ 2.
2

5

(11)

We apply IS to an example based on the t-copula model.
The description of (1) is as follows. 60% of the coefﬁcients
of the factor-loading vectors are non-zero. Each nonzero
component is uniformly generated on [−0.2, 1]. Then they
are scaled such that aj , j = 1, . . . , t are distributed uniformly on [0.1, 0.7]. The potential loss amount of each
obligor is deterministic and chosen from a discrete uniform distribution on {1, 2, . . . , 30}. The marginal default
probabilities associated with the k-th obligor is generated
by 0.0255 + 0.0245 × sin(16π k/m) such that it lies within
(0.1%, 5%). We also randomize the number of obligors
in each type. We generate a uniform random number on
[0.4, 1] for each type. We divide this by the sum of the
generated numbers for all types to compute proportions of
the number of obligors of that type. We also make sure that
the number of obligors in one type does not exceed 150%
of that of any other type.
We test 30 randomly generated instances of 1000 obligors belonging to one of 25 types. We set the degree of
freedom of the t-distribution to 5. (The effect of varying
degrees of freedom is considered in Section 5.2.) The probabilities of the portfolio loss exceeding 30%, 40%, and 50%
of the total credit exposure are estimated. These threshold values are chosen because they produce portfolio loss

(12)

as a surrogate for P(Lm > xm |V = v) in (10). This gives
e−cm ·v · fχr2 (v)/Mm

(13)

as the expression in (10) where

Mm

∞

=

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

5.1 Exact IS for 30 Random Instances with
the Small Number of Factors

Note that ov (m) depends on v as well as m. This means
that the m large enough to discard ov (m) may depend on
v. Hence, for a ﬁxed m, the conditional probability is not
proportional to exp(−cm · v) for all values of v. However,
we still use the approximation,
P(Lm > xm |V = v) ≈ constant × exp(−cm · v)

(14)

e−cm v · Cv r/2−1 e−v/2 dv

0

= E[exp(−cm V )] = (2cm + 1)−r/2 .
We will use this as the candidate IS distribution for V .
A change of measure of the type given by (13) is
referred to in the literature, as an “exponential tilting” or
“exponential twisting” of the original measure by amount
−cm . One can easily show that exponentially tilting a chisquare distribution with r degrees of freedom by amount
−cm , yields a Gamma(r/2, (cm + 1/2)−1 ), i.e., a gamma
distribution with shape parameter r/2 and scale parameter
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4
30% Loss
40% Loss
50% Loss

Compute cm :
Apply the procedure for Gaussian
copula to ﬁnd γ ∗ . Then compute cm by (11).
Construct equiprobable strata:
To construct s
equiprobable strata, set qi = i/s for i =
0, . . . , s. Find vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ s, such that
P(V ≤ vi ) = qi−12+qi , where V has the
χr2 distribution. Set wi = vi /(2cm + 1).
(This is equivalent to ﬁnding wi such that
P(W ≤ wi ) = qi−12+qi where W is Gamma(r/2,
(cm + 1/2)−1 )).
Main Loop:
Repeat for each stratum i = 1, . . . , s

1
By assuming wri xk as the new threshold

log10(V.R. Factor)

3.5

3

1.5
−5.5

−5

−4.5

−4

−3.5

−3

−2.5

log10P(Lm > x)

Figure 3: Plot of the Pairs – Estimates of Portfolio Loss
Probabilities and Variance Reduction Factors – of 30 Random Instances, on Logarithmic Scales. For each Instance,
the Triplet (+,·,∗) Represents the Numbers Corresponding
to Portfolio Losses of More Than 30%, 40%, and 50%,
Respectively, of the Total Credit Exposure

Generate ni samples of V from χr2 distribution by the inverse transform method
using ni uniform samples on [qi−1 , qi ).
Then compute W = V /(2cm + 1). (This is
equivalent to generating ni samples of W
from Gamma(r/2, (cm + 1/2)−1 ) by the
inverse transform method using ni uniform
samples on [qi−1 , qi ).)

5.2 Exact IS for a Random Instance with
Various Degrees of Freedom
To see the effect of degrees of freedom on the variance
reductions, we ﬁx one random instance (the ﬁrst one in
Table 1) and apply IS-T for various degrees of freedom
for the t-distribution and various portfolio loss thresholds.
We used 2,3,4,5, and 6 as the different degrees of freedom
and 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, and 60% as the different
portfolio loss thresholds. Hence we tested the instance
for 30 combinations of parameters. Figure 4 depicts line
plots for each degree of freedom with respect to several
portfolio loss thresholds. Except r = 2 case, we see a
strong linear relationship between the loss probabilities and
variance reductions. Since r = 2 case corresponds to the
heaviest-tailed risk factors (which results in the largest loss
probabilities among the tested degrees of freedom), the
variance reductions seems not sufﬁciently large at the small
portfolio loss thresholds. From this experiment, we see
that the variance reductions are not affected much by the
degrees of freedom since the variance reductions at portfolio
loss thresholds corresponding to the same portfolio loss
probability are quite similar.

For each sampled W , change the
threshold

of Gaussian latent variable as Wr xk and
apply MIS with mean shifting vectors µJ
for J ∈ Sq .

4

2.5

2

of the Gaussian latent variable aj Z+bj εk ,
determine Sq and compute the mean shifting vectors µJ for J ∈ Sq .
2

3

For each sampled W , multiply the output
from MIS with the likelihood ratio ecm W ·
Mm .

Compute α̂i as the sample mean of the ni
outputs, and σ̂i2 as the sample variance of
the ni outputs.

Estimator:
Return 1s si=1 α̂i as the estimator and
1 s
2
i=1 σ̂i /ni as the sample variance of the
s2
estimator.
5

Figure 2: Importance Sampling for t-copula (IS-T)
probabilities within a range of 10−2.5 to 10−5 . We used the
parametrization given by (9) for MIS. In this experiment,
we use the exact minimal index sets, that is, we do not use
approximate IS. Figure 3 depicts the pairs – portfolio loss
probabilities and estimated variance reduction factors. The
plot shows estimated variance reduction factors of more
than 100 if the probability of the portfolio loss exceeding
the threshold is less than 10−3 ; and more than 102.5 if it is
less than 10−4 . Table 1 gives some details of the results.

5.3 Approximate IS for Structured Factor
Models with Sparse Factor Loadings
This example is taken from Glasserman and Li (2003), but
adapted to the t-copula case. There are 1000 obligors with
probabilities of default given by
pk
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=

0.01 · (1 + sin(16π k/m)),

k = 1, . . . , 1000,
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Table 1: Estimated Probabilities and Variance Reduction Factors at Three Loss
Levels in the 25-type Model. The Degree of Freedom of χ 2 is 5. We Just
Present 5 of the 30 Instances
Est. Prob.
Est. V.R.
Instance No. q=30% q=40%
q=50% q=30% q=40% q=50%
1
0.0017 0.00031 3.5e-005
70
141
619
2
0.0014 0.00017 1.4e-005
76
241
724
3
0.0015
0.0002 1.7e-005
137
468
2936
4
0.0026 0.00053 8.6e-005
56
138
418
5
0.0013 0.00016 1.1e-005
133
525
2717
Table 2: The Ratio of Explained Squared Variations of Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
(αR , αF , αG )
(0.8,0.4,0.4) (0.5,0.4,0.4) (0.2,0.4,0.4) (0.25, 0.15,0.05)
Single Dominating Factor in R21
79%
60%
25%
74%
Two Dominating Factors in R22
80%
64%
31%
77%
Table 5: Variance Reduction Factors in 21factor Model, the Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
are (0.2, 0.4, 0.4)
Loss % P(L > x) by IS Est. V.R.
10%
0.0160
12
20%
0.0027
52
0.0005
275
30%
40%
0.00008
1863

4
r=2
r=3
r=4
r=5
r=6

log10(V.R. Factor)

3.5

3

2.5

2

Table 6: Variance Reduction Factors in 21factor Model, he Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
are (0.25, 0.15, 0.05)
Loss % P(L > x) by IS Est. V.R.
0.0152
10
10%
20%
0.0024
44
30%
0.0004
294
40%
0.00006
3281

1.5

1
−7

−6

−5

−4

−3

−2

−1

log P(L > x)
10

m

Figure 4: Plot of the Pairs – the Large Loss Probability of
Portfolio and Estimate of Variance Reduction Factor – of
Experiments in Logarithmic Scales

Table 7: Variance Reduction Factors in 22factor Model, the Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
are (0.8, 0.4, 0.4)
Loss % P(L > x) by IS Est. V.R.
10%
0.0276
13
30%
0.0059
14
50%
0.0013
45
70%
0.0001
470

Table 3: Variance Reduction Factors in 21factor Model, the Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
are (0.8, 0.4, 0.4)
Loss % P(L > x) by IS Est. V.R.
10%
0.0268
18
30%
0.0081
49
50%
0.0029
54
70%
0.0008
144

Table 8: Variance Reduction Factors in 22factor Model, the Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
are (0.5, 0.4, 0.4)
Loss % P(L > x) by IS Est. V.R.
10%
0.0210
22
20%
0.0052
29
30%
0.0015
157
40%
0.0005
225
50%
0.0001
760

Table 4: Variance Reduction Factors in 21factor Model, the Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
are (0.5, 0.4, 0.4)
Loss % P(L > x) by IS Est. V.R.
10%
0.0227
33
30%
0.0025
142
50%
0.0003
992
60%
0.0001
3088
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Table 9: Variance Reduction Factors in 22factor Model, the Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
are (0.2, 0.4, 0.4)
Loss % P(L > x) by IS Est. V.R.
10%
0.0163
12
20%
0.0024
39
30%
0.0004
321
40%
0.00006
2850

Approximate IS works well for both models. Tables
3 – 6 summarize the variance reduction estimates for the
21-factor model, and Tables 7 – 10 for the 22-factor model.
We set the degrees of freedom of the χ 2 (and thus the t
distribution) to 5 in these experiments.
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Table 10: Variance Reduction Factors in 22factor Model, the Factor Loading Coefﬁcients
are (0.25, 0.15, 0.05)
Loss % P(L > x) by IS Est. V.R.
10%
0.0183
0.1
20%
0.0050
0.06
30%
0.0003
78
40%
0.00003
2867
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